Abstract
Introduction
For a long time, Kalman filters and extended Kalman filters were the classical solutions for estimation problems. By filtering the two first moments of the state distribution, they provide an optimal solution only if the dynamic and measurement models are linear Gaussian. When tracking not one single but multiple targets, the difficulty lies on the fact that the estimation of the targets and the association between the measurements and the targets must be solved jointly. Existing multi-target tracking algorithms generally present two basic ingredients: an estimation al- The state distribution is then estimated with a finite weighted sum of Dirac laws centered around "particles". This work presents and compares two algorithms, proposed independently. They are close in the sense that they use in the same way the SMC methods. In Section 2, this common framework is first described. Then the two algorithms so-called SIR-JPDA and MOPF are presented. Section 3 is dedicated to the comparison of the performance of both algorithms in simulated scenarios using bearingsonly observations. In Section 4, the definition and the derivation of the posterior CramCr-Rao bound are recalled and recursively expressed for single target filtering. Then the extension of such a bound to the case of multiple target filtering is studied: three bounds are in fact derived depending on the association assumptions and can be evaluated by MC simulations.
2 The MTT problem in the light of SMC methods
General framework
Let M be the number of targets to track. This num-, ber is assumed to be known and fixed for the momen-, t. 
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The assumption (A3) is often criticized because it may not match the physical reality. However, from a mathematical point of view it ensures the stochastic independence of the variables Ki and it drastically reduces the complexity of the rt vector estimation. In the context of multitarget tracking, particle filters are appealing: as the association needs only to be considered at a given time iteration, the complexity of data association is reduced. For a state of art of the proposed algorithms the reader can refer to [SI. In the two following methods, particle dimension is the sum of those of the individual state spaces corresponding to each target. Each of these concatenated vectors then gives jointly a representation of all targets. The initial particle set So = (son, where vrvi are independent realizations of K. The computation of the likelihood of the observations conditioned by the nth particle differs according to the association assumptions and enables to update the weights q? from qp-l. The set (5; ) is finally obtained by resampling ( S ; } according the weight set { q p } or is equal to {S:} if resampling is not necessary.
The MOPF
ciation vector Kt are independent and we can write:
Under (Al) and (A3), the components of the asso-
Estimation of rt is needed and is computed with a Gibbs sampler in the MOPF. For details on this algorithm, the reader is referred to [SI.
The SIR-JPDA algorithm
This approach has initially been used in computed according to (6).
2. q r a q.t"-lZt(ytIif;) n = 1,. . . , N . 
Simulation results
We deal with classical bearings-only experiments with three targets. In the context of a slowly maneuvering target, we have chosen a nearly-constantvelocity model.
The model
The state vector Xj represents the coordinates and the velocities in the x -y plane: Xi = ( x t , y f , O X ; , wyf) for i = 1,2,3. For each target, the discretized state equation associated with time period At is:
where I2 is the identity matrix in dimension 2 and is a white Gaussian vector with covariance matrix Cv = diag [gi,u;,ui,ai] . A set of mt measurements is available at discrete times and can be divided in two subsets:
0 A subset of "true" measurements which follow (8). A measurement produced by the ith target is generated according to:
where W i is a white Gaussian noise with covariance U: independent of K, and Xobs and Y o b s are the Cartesian coordinates of the observer, which are known. We assume that the measurement produced by one target is available with a detection probability Pd. A subset of "false" measurements whose number follows a Poisson distribution with mean AV where A is the mean number of false alarms per unit volume. We assume these false alarms are independent and uniformly distributed within the observation volume V . The dynamic noise is a normal zero-mean Gaussian vector with U% = cy = 0.0005ms-'. We use the same dynamic noise to predict the particle. The observer is following a leg by leg trajectory. Its velocity vector is constant on each leg and modified at the following instants, so that:
The trajectories of the three objects and of the observer are plotted in Fig. 2.a. 
Results of the experiments
In the following experiments, the detection probability Pd is fixed to 0.9 and AV = 1,2,3. For AV = 3, the obtained simulated bearings are plotted in Fig. 2 We have performed 20 runs of each algorithm for AV = 1,2,3. The true trajectories and the mean estimates over these 20 runs are plotted in Fig. 3 .a-f. The confidence ellipses represent the variance on position over 20 runs of the posterior mean estimates and enable to assess the variance of the MTPF and SIR-JPDA estimator for N = 2000 particles. The mean estimates are similar whatever the clutter density. However, for these experiments, the confidence ellipses obtained with the SIR-JPDA are larger than those obtained with the MOPF. To compare more generally the algorithms, we propose to study the posterior Cramer-Rao bounds of such estimation problems.
Posterior Cram&-Rao bounds for multi-target tracking
The two presented algorithms are suboptimal: first the particle number is finite. Second, the MOPF needs the rt estimation. It is of great interest to derive minimum variance bounds on estimation errors to have an idea of the maximum knowledge on the states that can be expected and to assess the quality of the results of the proposed algorithms compared to the bounds. First defined and used in the context of constant parameter estimation, the inverse of the Fisher information matrix, commonly called the Cramer-Rao (CR) bound has been extended to the case of random parameter estimation in [9] , then called the posterior CramCr-R~Q bound (PCRB). Let 
Let us defhe the non-linear filtering problem by the following system: 
. ,K). Using the notations of [lo], J ( X O ,~) de+
notes the ((t + l)nz x (t + l)nz) information matrix of Xo:t and Jxt denotes the nz x n, information submatrix of Xt which is the inverse of the n, x n, right-lower block of [J(Xo,t)]-'. To avoid inversion of too large matrices, a recursive expression of the bound Jx, has been presented recently in [lo] , [ll] , and summarized by the following formula: (17)
The matrix JJl+l provides a lower bound on the meansquare error of estimating Xt+l. Recently, the extension of these bounds to the case of linear and non-linear filtering with measurement origin uncertainty due to clutter has been studied in [12] and [13]. It mainly consists of replacing the classic pdf of the measurement given the state by the pdf of the measurement vector taking into account the measurement uncertainty. The new PCRB obtained then appears as multiplied by an information reduction factor. Now, let us see how these results can be extended and used in the case of multiple target filtering defined by (1) and (2). Note that in this case, the measurement vector is composed of detection measurements issued from the different targets and of false alarms. The following extension then takes into account the measurement uncertainty and the extension of one to multiple targets. First, the recursive Equation (15) can be obtained as well for multiple targets using the structure of the joint law :
The evaluation of these three bounds will allow to measure the influence of theses asumptions and to evaluate the performance of the SIR-JPDA and the MOPF compared with B' and B2 respectively.
P C R B B 1
We can write:
The gradient of the log-likelihood w.r.t. Xj is:
Let denote by kt 3 i the associations that associate one measurement to the ith target. Under (A2), there exists at most one such measurement, denoted j i . Then,
P(XO:t+l, Yo:t+l) = p(Xo:t, Yo:t)p(Xt+llXt)P(yt+llxt+l). = Ckt>i n j # j i p(Y!lzt, kt)P(kt)vx;p(!di IZt) (22) (18) P(Yt I Q )
This structure is still true for multiple targets, which leads to the same recursive formula for the information matrix. As the targets are supposed to move according independent dynamics, we have
After some computations, we obtain for all il,i2 = 1,. -. , M :
. Consequently, the matrices D F t , DFt and the first term of D g t are simply block-diagonal matrices where the ith block is computed w.r.t. Xj and Xj+l. To evaluate the second term of D X , i.e., E -Ax:t,',logp(yt+llXt+Y , we are confronted again with the association problem: some additionnal hypotheses must be formulated to write further the likelihood p(yt+llXt+l). The problem is that the hypotheses depend on the estimation algorithm and should not influence the theoritical bound. We propose to derive three bounds:
B', the PCRB computed under the (Al) and (A2)
assumptions.
B2, the PCRB computed under the MOPF assumptions, and in particular the (Al) and (A3) assump tions. B3, the PRCB computed under the assumption that the associations are known.
where Ext and E K~x t denote resp. the expectation w.r.t. the density p ( X t ) and p(ytlXt). Let us notice that the integrals w.r.t. yt are mt x ny dimensional.
PCRB B2
The stochastic vector to be estimated contains now the association vector ?r. As it satisfies the equality = 1 and as ?r : is fixed at each instant, we only consider the M -1 components lli:M-l = (Ut,. . . ,rI?-'). Let J(@o:t) be the information matrix of @o:t associated with p t , we are interested in a recursive expression on t of the information submatrix Jat for estimating at. Let us define the following notation: for two vectors a, / I and p a probability law, Using the structure of the joint law pt+l and the same and the same expression for i = M replacing r p by 1 -E'?;' TI. For i = 1,. . . , M -1:
- ( The association vector is supposed to be known. We
logp(yt = ytIXt = Zt, Kt = kt) = logp(y,jlz:').
M-1 mt
The gradient of the log-1ikelihoodw.r.t. Xi is not null only if there exists j i such that kz = i. In this case,
For i # M , the gradient w.r.t. Xi is:
We finally obtain for all i, . . . , M :
and, J~i12(p(ytlzt, kt)) = 0 if il # i2.
(38) and for the PCRB B3: In this case, the given (7), In the bearings-only application, we have ny = 1 is linear and Gaussian. We analytically obtain, the and then HT = H that leads to some writing simfollowing equalities: DFt = diag{FiTC;'Fi), It reads for the PCRB B1:
where J(xf', Y$*"~) is the quantity whose expectation is to be computed in (41). Through lack of space, the authors refer to [14] for the numeric evaluation of the bounds and the analysis of the results obtained.
Ckt3il P(?hlzt, kt).dkt)(dil -H ( z f l ) ) .
Conclusion
Two sequential Monte Carlo methods for multitarget tracking have been compared for a classical bearings-only application. Then, the extension of the posterior CramQ-Rao bound from single to multitarget filtering problem has been studied. Three bounds have been derived according to the association assumptions between the measurements and the targets. Based on Monte Carlo integration, estimates of these three bounds have finally been proposed for the 
P ( Y t l Z t , k t ) P ( k t ) ( ? r
-
PCRB B2
By definition, the information matrix J(@o:t+l) of @o:t+l associated with the law pt+l can be expressed as: [13] M. Hernandez, A. Marrs, N. Gordon, S. Maskel-1, and C. Reed. Cramr-Rao bounds for nonlinear filtering with measurement origin uncertainty. In
